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Minutes of the Conference of Chief Materials Manager (Electrical and 
S&C) of all Indian Railways & Production Units with Railway Board held 
on 22-08-2008 in the Conference Hall, Railway Board. 
 
1.0 Address by EDRS(S):  
 
1.1. EDRS(S) welcomed all the officers participating in the 2nd conference 

of CMM(Elect. & S&C).  The key areas for discussion during the 
conference were – Availability of Items (both Overall and Safety items), 
Pending AT cases more than 60 days, Coverage of Demands (both 
Stock and Non-Stock), Field inspections, Audit Statistics, Stock Sheets, 
System Improvement, Works and M&P programme and Depot 
Modernization.   

1.2. EDRS(S) complimented all the officers and their team for achieving 
their targets of availability of items. 

2.0 Address by AM(RS): 

2.1. AM(RS) welcomed all the participants of 2nd Conference of CMM(Elect) 
and 6th Conference of CMMs of all Indian Railways and Production 
Units being held over a period of little more than one year. 

2.2. AM(RS) congratulated all the Railways for showing excellent progress 
in all the key performance areas during the last financial year and the 
current year. 

2.3. AM(RS) also complimented all the officers for showing visible 
improvements in all the key result areas of working after the previous 
conference of CMMs.     

2.4. It was advised to CMMs that the objective behind holding of the 
Conferences of CMMs is: 

 
♦ To make the CMMs aware of their role and identity in the system 

and 
 
♦ To re-orient their paradigm in the direction of turnkey responsibility 

of total materials management function. 
 

2.5. It was stated by AM(RS) that quite a few procedural reforms have been 
brought about in the last one year.  Financial powers and subsidiary 
powers have been enhanced manifold.  Value Limits for issue of 
Advertised Tenders have been raised from Rs. 5 lakhs to Rs. 10 lakhs.  
Limit of Finance vetting of P.O.s has been raised from Rs. 1 lakh to Rs. 
8 lakh for Safety Items and from Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 4 lakh for non-
Safety Items.  CMMs were advised that all these enhancements should 
ensure in much quicker settlement of tenders and placement of P.O.s.  
Further, as no. of TC cases at CMM level have come down, CMMs are 
now in a position to devote more time to plan, monitor, review and 
guide the organization under their control. 
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2.6. CMMs were advised to have regular meetings, preferably at least once 
in a month with single source suppliers like BHEL, ELGI, KPC, etc. to 
ensure timely availability of items. 

2.7. AM(RS) also complimented CMMs for considerable improvements in 
settlement of advertised tenders within 60 days.  However, CMMs were 
advised that the target now is to settle advertised tenders within 30 
days of opening. 

2.8. AM(RS) complimented CMMs for showing a visible improvement in 
availability of materials. However, Railways should strive for cent 
percent availability of all items and not only of safety items. 

2.9. CMMs were advised that now the goal should be towards the release 
of Purchase order in one single day with the help of MMIS, EPS and 
due to enhanced empowerments.  

2.10. AM(RS) expressed unhappiness over high Inventory balances as 
physical Inventory position in both the PL groups i.e. 20-29 and 40-49 
groups were not satisfactory. He advised Railways to have PL 
groupwise monitoring of physical Inventory and to ensure phased 
delivery of supplies to the extent possible. 

2.11. AM(RS) expressed his concern over non-compliance of instructions on 
field inspection by stores officers despite repeated advices.  As it can 
be seen from the reports sent by Railways that Dy.CMMs were not 
carrying out field inspections and holding monthly meeting with DRMs 
as per laid down time-table.  The need for carrying out field inspections 
by Dy.CMMs was impressed upon Railways and it was advised to 
Railways that they must ensure monthly meetings with DRMs and at 
least one depot inspection every month by Dy.CMM, without fail.  
CMMs are to monitor this personally.  Explaination should be called 
from the defaulters.  It was also advised to Railways to ensure that 
atleast one depot inspection and one divisional inspection is carried out 
by CMMs every quarter.  

2.12. AM(RS) stated that there are problems towards availability of spares 
for 3 phase locomotives.  It was desired by him that the SAG level 
officers’ committee which was formed last year to mitigate the 
problems must finalise and submit their recommendations soon. 

2.13. All CMMs were advised to ensure that there are no dearth of TL & AC 
items. 

2.14. AM(RS) advised Railways to have Rate Contracts for fast moving items 
like spares for compressors, Tap changers, Circuit Breakers, etc.  

2.15. It was advised to Railways that all materials to consignees/indentors in 
the divisions and in the workshops should be delivered at their door 
step.  For this, adequate road transport contract wherever needed 
should be put in place for door delivery of materials to consignees.  No 
consignee should be expected to come to the depot for collection of 
materials.   

2.16. AM(RS) expressed his unhappiness over non-coverage of Non-Stock 
indents within a period of 6 months.   AM(RS) stated that there is not 
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much improvement in this area, even after reviewing this in the last 
conference of CMM(Electrical).  Non-stock indents are to be treated 
with due care and to be covered within 6 months from their receipt to 
build better image of the department.  He further observed that position 
of pending Non-Stock demands without coverage for 6 months and 12 
months is very bad in most of the Railways. CMMs were advised to 
ensure review of position of coverage of non-stock indents atleast once 
in 15 days. 

2.17. AM(RS) expressed concern over pendency of a large number of stock 
sheets over one year on some of the Railways and PUs. It was advised 
to Railways to prepare Action plan in next ten days with PDC for 
liquidation of pending stock sheets. 

2.18. AM(RS) expressed concern on the pendency of audit para as some of 
the Railways have reported pending paras or draft paras for a long 
period. 

2.19. AM(RS) stated that GM/CRIS has intimated that some of the 
nominated Railways where e-procurement system will be rolled out in 
the first phase are somewhat lagging behind the targets to complete 
some of the preparatory activities.  CMMs in-charge of e-procurement 
must ensure that the arrears are pulled up immediately in consultation 
with CRIS and the roll out of eps applications must be ensured within 
the target date(s). 

3.0 Address by MM 

3.1. MM welcomed all the participants of the CMM(Electrical and S&C) 
Conference of all Indian Railways & Production Units. 

3.2. MM complimented all the CMMs and their team of officers for excellent 
performance in all key areas in the last year. It was stated by him that 
there has been all around improvement in performance of Railways & 
the performance level on material supply have been very good.  
Similarly the speed of procurement has increased considerably. 

3.3. MM expressed satisfaction over excellent availability of Safety items 
but desired that it should be 100% all the time and should not fall below 
100%.  MM advised CMMs to ensure that none of the rolling stock wait 
for materials from vendors. 

3.4. CMMs were also complimented for achieving the target of Tender 
finalization within 60 days except for a few cases.  It was also advised 
by MM that now the target for settlement of tenders is 30 days.   MM 
advised that ultimate target should be to carry out each activity of 
tender tabulation, technical scrutiny and vetting of orders online; 
thereby leading to release of purchase orders in a single day 

3.5. MM advised CMMs to have regular interaction with major 
manufacturers such as M/s BHEL, Siemens etc. to ensure supplies as 
per schedule. 

 
3.6. It was stated that Electrical and S&T items need dust free storage. The 

existing ways and means of stocking are not adequate for stocking of 
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electrical and signal items.  Railways should, therefore, plan dust free 
storage system and packing condition should also be revised 
accordingly.  

3.7. It was stated by him that there are a lot of complaints about poor 
performance of supplies of general electric items.  These should be 
taken care of.  Inspection of such items should be carried out very 
meticulously even though these items are pre-inspected by third party. 
Proper checks on supplies of such items must be ensured before 
transfer of supplies of such items to stocking ward.  

3.8. It was advised to CMMs to utilize their skills, acumen and 
professionalism to ensure that material being procured should be to the 
fullest satisfaction of users. It was further advised to CMMs to ensure 
that Description, Specifications and drawings are up-to-date, correct 
and are as per requirement only.  

3.9. It was advised to CMMs that their role is not limited only to opening of 
tender, its finalization and placement of order but also include smooth 
running of organization. 

3.10. It was advised to CMMs that Receipt wards should not function as 
regular wards. Items received should not leave receipt wards unless 
inspected and accepted by appropriate authorities.  

3.11. It was advised to CMMs that a system should be put in place to monitor 
shelf life of items in stock.  

3.12. It was advised to CMMs to ensure that deliveries are not made in bulk 
and are related with rate of consumption and buffer stock to the extant 
possible to have lean and thin depots. As far as possible, Purchase 
Orders should be placed with staggered delivery schedule.  It should 
be ensured that payments are made promptly against each staggered 
delivery and payments should not be held up till last delivery of the last 
installment.  

3.13. It was advised to CMMs that field inspection must include not only 
stores depots but associate user depots also. 

3.14. MM stated that for technical scrutiny of tender cases, these should not 
sent outside headquarters office. 

4.0 Address by ML 

4.1. ML welcomed all the participants of CMM(Elect and S&C) conference 
and complimented all Railways and PUs for showing outstanding 
performance  in the last financial year and during the current year in 
making Procurement in time & in ensuring Availability of items both in 
workshop depots and open line depots and advised Railways to excel 
further in these areas of Materials Management. 

4.2. ML stated that state of art 3 phase technology is being introduced in 
Railways in all areas.  All future tenders for procurement of rolling stock 
will be with 3 phase technology.   All new technologies to be 
indigenized within a span of 3 years.  So proper training should be 
given to officers & ground staff handling such a system.  
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4.3. ML stated that all imported items of 3 phase Locomotive will be 
indigenized within a span of a year. He further advised that another 
decision has been taken to provide state of art facility and comfort in 
the field of Train Lighting and Air-Conditioning and safety of passenger.  
ML stated that experimentation of new technologies by individual Zonal 
Railways and PUs over IR has been stopped.  Now, all orders for 
experimentation of new technology will be given by Board/RDSO only 
for specific purpose and period.  Once the new technology has been 
found acceptable & economically viable, then only its implementation 
will be advised to all Zonal Railways. 

4.4. It was advised by him that due to introduction of modern technologies 
in all areas of rolling stock and operation of rolling stock, proper 
material handling and storage systems have become more important 
now, so Railways must plan for modernization of warehousing facilities. 
He further stated that packing, storage and handling of electronic items 
is extremely important and should be proper for dust free environment 
need.  Shelf life of electronic items is reduced to large extent if kept in 
storage for a long time. 

4.5. ML stated that management of obsolete technology is a very big task.  
We should overcome this and ensure that Switch over to 3 phase 
Technology is a smooth affair. 

4.6. ML stated that : 

(i)  More new stores depots will be coming up with every electric shed.  
All new depots should be planned with full mechanization so as to have 
least manpower. All electric sheds and Workshop should plan & have 
in built proposals for environment friendly dust free storage facilities for 
stores depots also. In this regard, ML stated that funds will not be a 
constraint for going ahead with depot modernization. 
(ii) Present ways of Information interchange at depot level are not good 
due to poor interconnectivity of depots.  For better utilization of material 
and manpower, details related to availability of items and sparable 
items should be available. 
 

4.7. ML stated that stores contracts should be awarded for two to three 
years requirements with appropriate PVC clause with staggered 
delivery period, specially in RE. 

4.8. ML desired that all tenders should be finalized within a period of 30 
days generally. 

4.9. ML advised that E-procurement application should be adopted in a big 
way and implemented over Indian Railways.  This will be a giant leap in 
forward direction. 

4.10. It was advised to CMMs that no material should be kept pending for 
inspection for more than 7 days and not exceeding 15 days in any 
case. This will result in reduction of material related problems to a very 
large extent. 

4.11. ML advised CMMs to impress upon technical departments/ indentors to 
standardize description and specification of materials so that proper 
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description, specifications, drawings  of materials are given in purchase 
orders thereby minimizing the need for amendments in Purchase 
orders at post-contract stage. All purchase orders should indicate 
specific delivery period alongwith rate of delivery per month/quarter. 

4.12. ML laid stress on standardized description and specification of stock 
items as well as non-stock items.  He advised CMMs to ensure that 
details of last purchase are made available on website for all items. 

4.13. It was advised to CMMs to hold regular coordination meeting with 
technical department to sort out pending issues. 

5.0 Address by Adv.(Elect)RS: 

5.1. Adv(Elect) RS complimented all the CMMs for enhanced availability of 
items which resulted in enhancement of availability of Electric 
locomotives  by 15% during last year. 

5.2. It was advised by him to have close co-ordination with technical 
department in regular working to ensure further enhancement in 
reliability of asset. It was advised by him to have monthly review 
meetings wherein items which are out of stock, excess in stock or 
surplus are discussed to minimize the problems at all levels. 

5.3. It was stated by him that in CLW production of locomotive is increasing 
at a rapid pace.  CLW will produce 242 in the year 2008-09 and 250 in 
the year 2009-10. 

5.4. To meet such enhanced level of production, it was advised by him that 
CLW should: 

• Optimise their internal resources and outsource manufacturing of non-
critical items, and.  

• Ensure ordering of long lead items well in advance. 

5.5. It was stated by him that Committee comprising of CMM/SCR 
(Convener), CMM/ECR, CMM/NR and CEE(RS)/NR was nominated in 
Jan, 08 to rationalize and finalise unified PL nos and description of 
various spares needed for maintenance of three phase locomotives.  
However, the committee is yet to submit its report despite extension of 
its’ tenure. He advised the Committee to expedite and submit report by 
31-08-2008. 

5.6. it was stated by him that all electric locomotive sheds on all over Indian 
Railways have attached capital stores depot except on ER.  On ER, an 
age old system of stocking maintenance spares for sheds centrally by 
KPA workshop is being followed. He further stated that after creation of 
capital stores depots with electric loco shed at GMO and MGS on ECR, 
reliability and availability of locomotives of these sheds has improved 
considerably. He, therefore, advised ER to get the depots operated as 
capital stores depots at the earliest preferably within a period of one 
month. 

5.7. He stated that due to steep rise in steel prices, suppliers of bearings 
and other critical steel components are not complying to the purchase 
orders which have not been placed with PVC. Therefore, there is need 
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to take up such suppliers and to ensure that all future purchase orders 
are placed with PVC clause. 

5.8. It was stated by him that quality of POH of electric locomotive at CB is 
poor due to non-availability of some of the spares/items.  CMM/NR was 
advised to ensure timely availability of all items needed for POH to 
ensure reliability. 

5.9. It was stated by him that population of WAP-5 locomotive on Indian 
Railways is very less and all such locomotives are based at GZB shed 
only, so, CMM/NR was requested to put in extra efforts to ensure 
availability of WAP-5 loco items for maintenance & POH.  On this 
CMM/NR requested to have detailed discussion on various issues 
related to procurement of items needed for maintenance and POH of 
WAP-5 locomotives. This was agreed to by Adv. (Elec)RS. 

5.10. He stated that problems related to availability of gear and pinion are 
likely to reduce drastically after submission of replies and 
recommendation by CR on the tender. 

5.11. On the issue of procurement of costly unit spares, it was advised by 
him to initiate procurement with sanction of RSP.  All Railways were 
assured by him that all necessary funds will be provided at the time of 
placement of PO.  A letter stating this will be issued by electrical 
directorate in consultation with associate finance. 

6.0 Address by Adv.(Elect)G 

6.1. Adv.(Elect)G complimented all the officers and their team of officers for 
excellent availability of safety items and for overall availability of items 
and for finalization of tender in 60 days, by technical department. 

6.2. He stated that necessary funds will be made available by Electrical 
department for procurement of all Non-stock items. 

6.3. It was informed by him that Executive committee of UNEP during April, 
2008 has imposed immediate ban on production of R-12 refrigerant.  At 
present there are about 1100 AC coaches with underslung AC 
equipment using R-12 refrigerant.  Board has already issued directive 
for conversion of such coaches to R-134A refrigerant by Dec. 2008.   

All Railways were advised by him to send requisitions for procurement 
of recycled R-12 refrigerant gas to NR at the earliest.  NR was advised 
to ensure  procurement of recycled R-12 refrigerant gas on top priority 
and to ensure immediate procurement of items needed for conversion 
of AC coaches suitable for usage of R-134A refrigerant as well.   

6.4. It was advised to Railways that as switch over from incandescent 
lamps and FL tubes to T5 tubes is already underway so, no more 
procurement of incandescent lamps and FL tubes should be done and 
only T5 tubelights should be procured. 

6.5. He stated that position regarding availability of batteries is excellent in 
all the Railways.  However proper handling and storage facilities for 
batteries in stores depots and in coaching depots do not exists. These 
needs to be created at the earliest.  M&P proposal for the same should 
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be sent by all Railways as per facilities available in OEM’s premises at 
the earliest. 

6.6. He stated that a project on standardization of description, specifications 
and drawings of items needed for EMU, MEMU, TL & AC  is towards 
finalization.  Very soon a master list for the same  will be issued. 

6.7. It was stated by him that all car sheds in ER are being fed from 
Kancharapara stores depot only. He advised ER that all car sheds 
should have independent capital stores depots attached to respective 
car shed. 

6.8. He stated that now MEMU coaches are being deployed on IR in big 
way. 3 MEMU/ EMU car shed on SR & 1 MEMU car shed in ECR are 
coming up.  He advised Railways to plan for capital stores depots 
attached to all new car sheds with post of Stores officer as well. He 
stated that proposal for creation of a post of DMM/Saharanpur for Car 
shed to be sent at the earliest.  On this, EDRS(P) raised the issue of 
sanction of posts of stores depot and officers also alongwith original 
proposal for creation of carshed and requested him to advise to all 
CEEs to ensure the same. Adv. (Elect)G clarified that no single 
proposal was accepted by the Elect. Directorate in Board earlier and 
guidelines exists for creation of posts for Stores department depending 
upon the holding. He further agreed to re-iterate the instructions in this 
regard. 

7.0 Address by EDV(S) : 

It was advised to Railways that: 

- Procurement should not be done without vetted demands and supplies 
of material should not be accepted without proper purchase order/AA. 

- Unsolicited offers received in LT/BT should not be accepted in a 
routine manner.  The same may be accepted with approval of 
competent authority in deserving cases only. 

- While procuring items from the approved sources, correct & updated 
list of approved sources should be placed in file & followed. 

- Proper financial ranking of all offers received in LT/BT should be done 
without fail. 

- Offers with proper PVC should be evaluated and accepted as detailed 
in tender conditions and Offers should be accepted as per tender 
condition. 

- Inspection agency for items in the RDSO approved list, should be 
chosen as per the specified category. 

- In some of the cases, DGS&D items have also been covered outside 
R/C that too at a very high rate.  These must be avoided. 

- There should be proper monitoring of Security Deposit given for gas 
cylinders, rentals to be paid for cylinders and return of empty cylinders 
by consignee to depots which are issued to them. 
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8.0 Discussion on agenda items: 

8.1. (a)  Availability of safety items:  Target for availability of safety items 
is 100%.  The same has been achieved by some of the Railways i.e. 
CR, SR, ECoR in 20-29 group & CR, ER, NR, NER, NFR, SR, SCR, 
SER, ECoR, ECR, NCR, NWR & SWR in 40-49 group and CR, ER, 
NER, SCR, SER, WR, ECR, NCR, SECR & SWR in 50-59 group 
which indicates that it is possible for other Railways also to achieve 
similar results. 

• All Railways were advised to take necessary action for ensuring cent 
percent availability of Safety items.   

• Availability of safety items is much below the target in some of the 
Railways like SECR & WCR in 20-29 group & SECR, WR & WCR in 
40-49 group and NFR & SR in 50-59 group. These Railways were 
advised to take aggressive steps within the S.O.P. provisions and 
getting assistance from other Railways to ensure cent percent 
availability. 

• It was seen that number of safety items vary widely across the 
Railways. Railways, specially CR, ER,  SR, WR, ECR & WCR should 
examine this aspect and do necessary rationalization. 

• Inactive and obsolete items should be regularly monitored, disposed off 
and de-stocked within short time by Railways. 

8.1     (b)   Overall availability of Stock items:  Even  though  the target for 
overall availability of stock items is 95%, efforts should be made to 
ensure cent-percent availability of items other than safety items also.   

• Some of the Railways like CR, NCR in 20-29 group and CR, ER, 
NER,ECoR, NWR & SWR in 40-49 group and ER, ECR, NWR, SWR in 
50-59 group are lagging behind the target and were advised to draw 
effective action plan to achieve the targeted level of availability.   

• Total number of items appears to be very high in ER, ECR, NCR in 20-
29 group.  Railways should examine this and do necessary 
rationalisation.   

8.2. (a) Demand coverage – Stock items – CP to commence within 
next 3 months. 

• Efforts made by SR, ECoR in 20-29 group, SER, ECoR in 40-49 group 
and NER, SR, SCR, WR, SECR in 50-59 group to ensure timely 100% 
coverage of items were appreciated.     

• Position of demand coverage for stock items whose CP starting in next 
3 months is very bad in case of ER, NR, WR, ECR in 20-29 group & 
CR, ER, NR, NER SCR, WR, ECR, NCR, SWR in 40-49 group and ER, 
ECoR, ECR, NCR in 50-59 group. 

• Railways were advised to spread over the start of CP for items in more 
phases, for ensuring timely coverage of demands and to avoid 
bunching of cases.  It was advised to have a check on retender of 
tender cases at lower levels. 
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• It was advised to Railways to ensure that pending demand coverage 
for stock items whose contract period is to commence in next three 
months, must be NIL as all contracts must be in place at least three 
months before commencement of contract period. 

 

8.2 (b) Demand coverage – Non-Stock demands – pending beyond 6 
/12 months. 

• Railways like ER, NER, SER, NCR, NWR, SWR where quite a few 
non-stock demands were pending for coverage beyond 12 months 
were advised to cover them immediately and to ensure that no demand 
is kept pending for such a long time in future.  Position of CR, ER, 
NER, SER, ECR, NCR, NWR, SECR, SWR w.r.t. coverage of non-
stock demand within 6 months do not appear satisfactory.   Efforts 
should be made to clear these backlogs within next three months.  It 
was advised to CMMs to act as consultant to indenting departments so 
that they get materials against non-stock demands/requisitions. 

• It was advised to railways to have joint procedure order detailing time 
table for procurement of signaling and quad cables and also other S&T 
items should be in place. 

8.3. Advertised tenders pending for more than 60 days: 

• Railways have shown considerable improvement in settlement of 
tenders since last conference.  Efforts made by Railways in this regard 
were highly appreciated by AM(RS).   

• There should not be any advertised tender pending for finalisation 
beyond 60 days.  However, now the target for Railways is to settle 
tenders within 30 days.   

• From position as on 31-03-2008, it can be seen that the pending tender 
cases are high in the following Railways: 

Level  Railways 

CMM ER 

Dy. CMM CR, ER, SWR, CLW 

SMM ER, SR,  SWR, DLW 

 

 These Railways should take proactive actions to settle tenders within 
the period specified.   

8.4. Material distribution system – Transportation contract: 

• Railways were advised to ensure that comprehensive road contracts 
exist:  

(i) For distribution of materials to consignee and imprest holders 
and  
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(ii) For collection of materials from Production Units and Rail Spring 
Karkhana, steel plants & other workshops, wherever needed. 

• It should also be ensured by Railways that consignees are not required 
to come to depots for collection of materials and Railways must have 
sound material delivery system or outsource the activity. 

8.5. Modernisation of depots – M&P and works programme. 

It was advised to CMMs that Board (MM) has been stressing upon 
cutting down the size of depots, usage of high level stacking system, 
automatic storage and retrival system, palletisation so that limited man 
power can be utilized more optimally. 

• Railways were advised to: 

(i) To send copies of all proposals in advance to EDRS(S) for follow 
up. 

(ii) To monitor all Sanctioned M&P and works programmes at 
Railway headquarter level for timely implementation. 

(iii) To ensure that adequate number of material handling 
equipments such as fort lift, lister trucks etc. get sanctioned 
under GMs powers of out of turn sanction for M&P on every 
year.   

8.6. Customer case & Field Inspections:  

It was seen from the reports sent by Railways that Dy.CMMs were not 
carrying out field inspections and holding monthly meetings with DRMs 
as per laid down time-table.  The need for carrying out the field 
inspections by Dy.CMMs was impressed upon Railways and it was 
advised to Railways to ensure monthly meetings with DRMs and at 
least one depot inspection every month by Dy.CMM without fail.  
Explanation should be called from the defaulters.  It was also advised 
to Railways to ensure atleast one depot inspection and one divisional 
inspection is carried out by CMMs every quarter.  

8.7. Inventory Performance: 

AM(RS) expressed unhappiness over high Inventory performance as 
physical Inventory position in both the PL groups i.e. 20-29 and 40-49 
groups were not satisfactory. He advised Railways to have PL 
groupwise monitoring of physical Inventory and to ensure phased 
delivery of supplies to the extent possible. 

 It was advised to Railways  

(i) To achieve laid down target of TOR for the year 2008-09. 

(ii) To provide phased delivery schedules in contracts finalised under their 
control to reduce high inventory accumulation. Similar instructions must 
be passed on down the line and compliance monitored regularly. 

(iii) To regulate supplies from BHEL & CLW to have control over TOR. 

(iv) To monitor physical TOR, purchase suspense, sales suspense etc. in 
addition to overall TOR. 
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8.8. Stock sheets: 

It was advised to Railways to draw action plan for liquidation of pending 
stock sheets immediately which are pending over 6 months. 

8.9. Pending Audit Statistics:  

From the position received from Railways, it was seen that on some of 
the Railways, Audit items are pending for over one year.  Railways 
were advised to close all audit objections at the earliest, preferably 
within six months from their generation. 

8.10. E-Procurement: 

GM/CRIS informed that training of officers, staff and vendors have 
been carried out as per schedule. Railways have to resolve small 
outstanding issues at the earliest so as to roll out actual application in 
full scale, within the target.  

It was advised to Railways: 

(i) To ensure availability of encryption certificate immediately. 

(ii) Adequate connectivity/Broad Band/Railnet must be ensured.   

(iii) Formal training for officers/vendors be completed by Ist week of Sept. 
08.  

All the Railways selected for implementation of e-procurement were 
advised that their progress for actual implementation will be reviewed 
in the first week of September. 

  

 


